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An implicit and universal assumption is that 
the problem has a technical solution requiring 
a change only in the techniques of the natural 

sciences, demanding little or nothing in the way 
of change in human values or ideas of morality 

(Hardin 1968 The tragedy of the commons).
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Management Scales Prediction Scales Biotic Response

Large scale pollution 
problems

Fish response to 
temperature. Vegetation 
response to rainfall

Catchment vegetation and 
land use change

Water resources modelling

Species management 
scale, e.g. Hippopotamus 
or invasive plant species

Conservation policy set 
and success judged

Water resources planning 
and management scale

Water resources planning 
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Rainfall/runoff 
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Complex patterns of change in channel type 
Olifants River 1947 - 2000
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ABr = alluvial braided
AST = alluvial single thread
BA = bedrock anastomosing
BPR = bedrock pool-rapid
Br = braided
BST = bedrock single thread

MA = mixed anastomosing
MBr = mixed braided
MPR = mixed pool-rapid
MST = mixed single thread
ST = single thread.Rountree et al 2001
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Holling and Allen (Ecosystems 2000)

The dominance of statistical hypothesis testing in 
ecology has lead ecologists to be “more worried about 
accepting a falsehood than about than failing to 
acknowledge the truth. This leads to them seek single, 
linear explanations of causality, even for complex 
dynamic systems.”

AVERAGE
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Naïve simplicity – because we choose to ignore 
complexity

Deceptive simplicity – blinded by agendas (our own or 
our organisation’s, a stakeholder’s, a politician’s)

Requisite simplicity – a place to stand in a complex system, 
confidence to take action and deepen our understanding in the 
process

“As simple as possible but not simpler”
Einstein

The search for simplicity has two dangers:
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Current state

Many factors affect the trajectory and the desired state

S – Social             
T – Technical       
E – Economic       
E – Environmental  
P – Political

Highly 
variable 
and/or 

uncertain

Implementation targets change and move

Decision outcomes driven by 
value systems so engage 

stakeholders first

V – Values

Learn and Adapt

Desired state



Adaptive Planning of a Desired Future
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Where we want to go 
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A Stakeholder Vision

We are proud custodians of our rivers.                    
They sustain our economy and heritage.   

We protect and manage them so that they can 
continuously bring benefits equitably to our 
people, the nation, and our neighbours.



Value set Agulhas National Park forum

We have a deep and consistent respect for each other, our 
cultures and our co-operative and participative approach to 
conserving the biodiversity and cultural heritage of Agulhas 
National Park.

We approach our role as custodians of Agulhas in a 
professional, equitable, transparent and accountable manner.

Management of Agulhas is adaptive, flexible and service 
orientated. It is based on the integration of all available 
knowledge.



Biodiversity Values for SANParks           
The following four value statements define the decision space for all SANPArks activities that involve, 

or influence, biodiversity custodianship. 

We adopt a complex systems view of the world while striving to 
ensure the  natural functioning and long term persistence of the 
ecosystems under our care. 

We aim at persistent achievement of biodiversity representivity
and complementarity to promote resilience and ensure 
ecosystem integrity.

We can intervene in ecosystems responsibly and sustainably, 
but we focus management on complementing natural processes
under a "minimum interference" philosophy.

We accept with humility the mandate of custodianship of 
biodiversity for future generations while recognising that both 
natural and social systems change over time. 



TPCs represent hypotheses of the acceptable spatial and 
temporal limits of ecosystem flux.

TPCs are derived by expert panel consensus on a best-
available-data basis.

Thresholds of Potential Concern (TPCs) 
and indicators of system change

Setting management targets that account for 
ecosystem complexity in time and space.



Fluvial geomorphology and riparian vegetation:  
TPCs for flow and sediment as agents of change
Rationale: Increased sediment storage causes loss of bedrock 
substratum and reduction in diversity of woody species regeneration 
niches.

Indicators Measurement    TPC

Bedrock dominated 
geomorphic units (4 of 
14) of bedrock channel 
types

Aerial extent (ha). 
Every 5 years. 

Pool-rapid channel type 
Point and lateral bars 
>20% cover;           
Pools <15% cover

Rogers and Biggs 1999



Undesirable 
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Desirable zone

Various TPC 
boundaries

Various system components and their state positions Harry Biggs unpub

The Multi-dimensional Envelope of 
Desirable System State
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Were the predicted outcomes 
correct, if not why?

Has intended 
operation 
materialised?

Was the outcome 
actually acceptable?

4
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Check have the selected options 
been appropriate?

Are the objectives & vision actually  being met?

Evaluate and 
learn

5 Is monitoring
• adequate, 
• cost-effective  
• feasible

7 Be prepared for 
surprise

What is influence 
of unforeseen 
events on 
vision, 
objectives and 
actions?

Adaptive decision making and feedback loops

Sharon Pollard and Harry Biggs



Five “Requisite Simplicities”

• Post-normal science and complexity

• Representative and participatory processes

• V-STEEP and moving targets

• Structured decision making

POLICY IMPLEMENTATION



Complexity and Simplicity: 
Complementary requisites for policy 

implementation

“What is important is ……… a new shared understanding 
that has relevance for our time, and the practice of 

science as if life depended on it”
(Ravetz and Funotwicz 1999)


